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1. Introduction

Chinese zhi/jiu ‘only’ are exclusive particles that, like English only, yield exclusive inferences by
negating alternatives triggered by focus in their prejacent (Rooth 1985; Horn 1969, a.o.). In (1), the F -
marking on Pride and Prejudice triggers contextually relevant alternatives such as John has read Emma,
and zhi and jiu have meanings (to be explicated below) that negate the alternatives, thus the contradiction
of the zhi/jiu-clause with the second clause he probably has also read Emma.

(1) Yuehan
John

zhi/jiu
ONLY/ONLY

kan-guo
read-ASP

AoManYuPianjianF ,
Pride and Prejudice,

# ta
he

keneng
probably

ye
also

kan-guo
read-ASP

Aima.
Emma

‘John has only read Pride and Prejudice, # (and/but) he probably has also read Emma.’

2. Three types of non-exclusive ONLY

Besides their baseline exclusive uses as ONLY, jiu and zhi have non-exclusive construals. Three
types of non-exclusive ONLY are identified in this section.

2.1. Topicalization

Topicalizing the associate of jiu renders jiu nonexclusive. (2) is the topicalized version of the jiu-
sentence in (1). As is witnessed by the felicitous continuation that he probably has also read Emma, (2)
is non-exclusive.

(2) P&P1

P&P
Yuehan
John

jiu
ONLY

kan-guo
read-ASP

t1
t1

,
,

ta
he

keneng
probably

ye
also

kan-guo
read-ASP

Aima.
Emma

‘As for P&P, John has read it; he probably has also read Emma.’

Different from jiu, zhi does not allow topicalization of its associate.

(3) ∗AoManYuPianjian1

Pride and Prejudice
Yuehan
John

zhi
ONLY

kan-guo
read-ASP

t1.
t1.

‘∗P&P1,F , John has only read t1.’

In this connection, it’s interesting to note that English only does not allow topicalization either, in
contrast to even (Jackendoff, 1972; Erlewine, 2014).

(4) a. ∗EmmaCT1, John only read t1.

b. EmmaCT1, John even read t1.
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2.2. Multiple ONLYs

The second type of non-exclusive ONLY involve multiple ONLYs. As illustrated by (5)-(6) below,
while the zhi/jiu in (5) unsurprisingly bring about exclusivity, adding an additional jiu in (6) removes it.

(5) zhi/jiu
ONLY

yumi
corn

shou
yield

le
ASP

wubai
500

gongjin
kg

‘Only corn yielded 500 kg.’ ⇒ Rice didn’t yield 500 kg. EXCLUSIVE

(6) zhi/jiu
ONLY

yumi
corn

jiu
ONLY

shou
yield

le
ASP

wubai
500

gongjin
kg

‘Corn alone yielded 500 kg.’ 6⇒ Rice didn’t yield 500 kg. NON-EXCLUSIVE

2.3. ‘Less than nF ’

Lastly, when associated with less than nF , zhi/jiu are nonexclusive (Alxatib, 2013).

(7) Yuehan
John

shangge
last

yue
month

zhi/jiu
ONLY

zheng
earn

le
ASP

budao
less.than

500
500

dao,
dollar,

keneng
probably

400
400

dou
even

budao
less.than

‘John only earned less than $500 last month, probably even less than $400.’

The first clause in (7) containing zhi/jiu is non-exclusive: on the one hand, alternatives such as John
earned less than $600 last month are entailed by the prejacent so they cannot be negated (Krifka, 1993);
on the other hand, alternatives like John earned less than $400 are not negated either, as illustrated by
the felicitous continuation in (7).

3. The keys

Three factors are crucial to our understanding of non-exclusive ONLYs.

3.1. Strong vs. weak ONLY

The first key is the distinction of a strong and a weak ONLY.

(8) JONLYstrong(π)K is true iff ∀q ∈ JπKAlt[JπK 6⊆ q → ¬q]
Alternatives not entailed by the prejacent are false.

(9) JONLYweak(π)K is true iff ∀q ∈ JπKAlt[q ⊂ JπK→ ¬q]
Alternatives asymmetrically entailing the prejacent are false.

(8) encodes the standard analysis of the assertive component of English only (Schwarzschild 1994,
a.o.): the ONLYstrong can be seen as a generalized negator that makes false all alternatives that are not
entailed by the prejacent. The ONLYweak in (9) is strictly weaker, which only negates alternatives that
asymmetrically entail the prejacent. Since the set of alternatives in the latter case is a subset of the one
in the former case, ONLYweak is weaker.

3.2. Varieties of alternatives

Following Hamblin 1973, Rooth 1985 and many others, I assume that there are natural language
expressions that activate alternatives. I further propose that there are varieties of alternatives made
available by the grammar. In particular, there are alternatives based solely on atoms (10) and alternatives
on sums (11) (adopting the ontology developed in Link 1983 and Landman 1996). The former consists
of J read P&P, J read Emma. . . , all alternatives having to do with atomic books, while the latter J read
P&P, J read P&P⊕Emma. . . , among which sums of books are involved. These two types of alternatives
are sufficient to deal with the non-exclusive ONLYs discussed in the paper. For a fuller exposition of the
application of varieties of alternatives to focus association, see Liu 2016, which again builds upon ideas
developed in Chierchia 2013 to analyze the polarity system.



(10) JπKAlt,atom ={J read P&P, J read Emma. . .} ATOM

(11) JπKAlt,sum ={J read P&P, J read P&P⊕Emma. . .} SUM

ONLYstrong and ONLYweak behave differently with respect to varieties of alternatives. In the case
of ONLYweak, while sum-based alternatives induce exclusivity (for there exist alternatives such as that J
read P&P⊕Emma that asymmetrically entail the prejacent and thus get negated), atom-based alternatives
do not (for there are simply no alternatives that asymmetrically entail the prejacent).

In contrast, ONLYstrong is always exclusive: for both types of alternatives, the existence of
alternatives such as that J read Emma, which is not entailed by the prejacent, is sufficient to trigger
the strong negative force of ONLYstrong. The situation is summarized in (12).

(12)
Alternative sets based on atoms Alternative sets based on sums

ONLYweak NON-EXCLUSIVE EXCLUSIVE
ONLYstrong EXCLUSIVE EXCLUSIVE

3.3. The scalar component of only

Besides conveying exclusivity, Only and its Chinese counterparts jiu/zhi also give rise to scalar
inferences (cf. Zeevat 2008; Klinedinst 2005; Coppock & Beaver 2014), illustrated by (13) for English
only and (14) for Chinese jiu/zhi.

(13) a. 10 people came, which was a lot.

b. #Only 10 people came, which was a lot.

(14) a. you
HAVE

shi
ten

ge
CL

ren
people

lai,
come,

zhen
really

duo!
many

‘10 people came, which were a lot.’

b. #jiu/zhi
only/only

you
HAVE

shi
ten

ge
CL

ren
people

lai,
come,

zhen
really

duo!
many

Intended: #only 10 people came, which was a lot.

(13a)/(14a) are good because 10 people can either be many or few, depending on the context. But
(13b)/(14b) sound contradictory because the only/jiu/zhi carry a scalar meaning that the people that came
were few, which contradicts the content of the following relative clause.

To formally represent the scalar reading, we propose to assign only/zhi/jiu a presupposition1 that
requires the focus associated with only/jiu/zhi to be ranked lower on a scale R than its any other
alternatives (cf. Krifka 1993). Formally, this is represented in (15).

(15) SCALAR PRESUPPOSITION of only/jiu/zhi
∀x ∈JAssociateKAlt[x 6=JAssociateK→JAssociateK <R x]

(16) SCALAR PRESUPPOSITION of even
∀q ∈JPrejacentKAlt[q 6=JPrejacentK→JPrejacentK <likely q]

(15) follows a common way of capturing the scalar presuppositions of scalar FPs like even
(Karttunen & Peters, 1979) and already/still (Krifka, 2000)2. To take even for instance, the only
difference between (15) and (16) is that the former ranks individuals while the latter propositions. By
ranking the prejacent of even as the bottom of a likelihood scale we obtain the inference that the prejacent
is the least likely. Similarly, by ranking 10 as the bottom of the number scale, we obtain the inference
that 10 is a small number. The contrast shown in (13) and (14) is thus captured.

1 It is a presupposition because it projects over yes-no questions, possibility modals and antecedents of conditionals.
For example: Its possible that only 10 people came carries the inference that 10 people are few.
2 Krifka 2000 is interested in German schon/noch ‘already/still’, which contribute early/late scalar inferences.
Krifka’s way of capturing these scalar inferences is exactly like our (15). For example, schon is truth-conditionally
vacuous but presupposes that its associate is ranked earlier than all the other alternatives.



But there is a problem (pointed out by Roger Schwarzschild, p.c.): we are actually using a
superlative semantics to capture an evaluative intuition, which is not quite right. To witness, that 10
is smaller than any of its alternatives on a number scale does not mean 10 is small (perhaps all of them
are big numbers), just as John is the tallest does not mean John is tall.

To fix this, we posit a requirement (17) which says that the context dependent expected value sc
(Kennedy, 1999) should always be included in the restricted alternative set induced by only/jiu/zhi.
Intuitively, this is plausible, since the restricted alternative set tries to capture the idea of alternatives
under consideration (Krifka, 2000), and the expected value seems to always qualify as one of them.

(17) EXPECTED VALUE ALWAYS UNDER CONSIDERATION
∃x ∈ JαKAlt[x 6= JαK ∧ µR(x) = sc]

Let me illustrate. From [John only/zhi/jiu earned $500F last month] we infer that $500 is a small
amount of money. We obtain this inference because jiu/zhi presupposes that $500 is smaller than all its
alternatives; but these alternatives also include the expected value sc, so $500 is smaller than sc; thus it
is indeed a small amount.

4. The explanations

The ingredients discussed in §3, together with certain independently motivated principles and
mechanisms, offer explanations to the non-exclusive ONLY facts reported in §2.

4.1. Topicalization explained

The topicalization facts in §2.1 are explained by assuming that topicalization of a F -marked item
produces a CONTRASTIVE TOPIC (CT) and CTs carry anti-exhaustive presuppositions as in (18) (Büring,
1997; Hara, 2005; Wagner, 2012). Now consider (19), repeated from (2), with P&P CT-marked.

(18) J CT (π)K is defined only if ∃q ∈ JπKAlt[JπK 6⊆ q ∧ �q] (Wagner, 2012)
A sentence π containing a CT presupposes that an alternative q not entailed by π is possibly true.

(19) P&Pct,1
P&P

Yuehan
John

jiu
ONLY

kan-guo
read-ASP

t1.
t1

‘As for P&P, John has read it.’

In (19), the CT triggers an anti-exhaustive inference that John might have read books other than
P&P, which is incompatible with an exclusive construal of jiu – that John has not read books other
than P&P. But being ONLYweak, jiu can be non-exclusive, which happens when jiu works with an atom-
based alternative set. In such a case, since there is no alternative proposition that asymmetrically entail
the prejacent, jiu is non-exclusive and compatible with the CT.

Next, recall that zhi and English only do not allow topicalization of their associates (3)-(4). This
can be explained by assuming that zhi and only are ONLYstrong: they are always exclusive and thus
incompatible with the CTs brought about by topicalization.

Finally, we need to gurantee that jiu only combines with sum-based alternative sets in its exclusive
‘uses’. We suggest that Maximize Presuppositon (Heim, 1991) blocks jiu from combining with an atom-
based alternative set in cases like (1): if it had, it would be equivalent in assertive meaning with its
topicalized counterpart (2); but the latter has an extra CT presupposition and thus blocks the former.

4.2. Multiple ONLYs explained

The analysis of non-exclusive jiu carries over to the multiple ONLYs construction described in §2.2.
Specifically, in (20) (repeated from (6)), we suggest that everything that comes before jiuB belongs to
the CT associated with the latter. As a result, jiuB is non-exclusive, as discussed in §4.1.

(20) zhiA/jiuA corn jiuB yielded 500kg



Next, I propose that the zhiA/jiuA in (20) are also nonexclusive because they have DP-internal scope
and thus have no truth-conditional effect on the meaning of the whole sentence. The idea is inspired by
Coppock & Beaver’s (2014) analysis of minimal sufficiency readings of English just, illustrated in (21).

(21) Just the thought of him sends shivers down my spine.

English just is also an exclusive — John invited just Mary and Sue roughly equals to John invited
only Mary and Sue. Just however does not produce an exclusive inference in (21). (21) does not imply
that nothing other than the thought of him sends the shivers; rather, it suggests his presence or touch
would certainly send shivers, and the thought of him is (minimally) sufficient to induce the effect, thus
the name minimal sufficiency readings.

Coppock & Beaver take the just in (21) to have scope within the subject. Roughly, (21) means
‘something that is just the thought of him sends shivers down to my spine’, an intuitively correct
characterization. Notice in the paraphrase just takes effect within the relative-clause modifier of the
real subject something and does not make any comment on the VP predicate — whether something else
sends shivers down to my spine, thus the non-exclusiveness of just.

We adopt Coppock & Beaver’s insight that ONLY can take argument-internal scope. But we
implement the idea in a slightly different way (a proper comparison unfortunately needs another
occasion). Specifically, I assume that there is a overt is interpreted as λxλy.x = y that appears between
a covert x and yumi ‘corn’, which is interpreted as a definite (Dayal, 2004). The internal structure of the
subject DP is shown below, with a covert ∃ having the standard semantics λPλQ∃x.P (x) ∧Q(x).

(22) DPβ,CT

∃
λ1

x1
zhiA/jiuA

is DPα,F

σx.corn(x)

In (22), the entire outer DP - DPβ - is the CT, and it contains a sentential constituent [x is only the
cornF ], within which zhiA/jiuA takes scope and is associated with the focus-bearer the cornF . The entire
sentence has the truth-condition in (23), correctly capturing its meaning without triggering exclusivity.

(23) J20K = 1 iff there exists an x, which is only the corn, such that x yielded 500 kg.

In sum, multiple ONLYs are explained, by (i) assigning the second jiu a weak semantics that is
capable of being non-exclusive (discussed in §4.1), and (ii) taking the first jiu/zhi to be DP-internal
modifiers.

4.3. ‘Less than nF ’ explained

Recall that to capture the scalar component of zhi/jiu, we virtually restrict the Rooth-style alternative
set triggered by focus to an (ordered) subset of which the focus value is the bottom. Restricted Alt is the
key to an understanding of the less than nF data. Consider jiu/zhi with less than nF in (24) .

(24) jiu/zhi less than 10F people came.
RESTRICTED ALT: 10 < 11 < 12 < . . .
JπKAlt: [less than 10 people came⊂ less than 11 people came,. . .}

In (24), the presupposition of jiu/zhi in (15) restricts the alternative set of 10F into {10,11,12,. . . }.
Because less than 10 people came entails less than n people came for any n ≥ 10, the prejacent is the
strongest proposition in the alternative set; since no alternative is entailed by the prejacent, nothing is
negated and we have a non-exclusive ONLY.



5. Some consequences

The above analysis makes several predictions, some of which we discuss in this section.
First, since jiuB can restrict the scope of a preceding zhiA/jiuA, it should also be able to restrict

scope of other operators. This is a correct prediction. Negation can also be restricted within the CT
preceding jiu. Consider the following pair.

(25) NARROW SCOPE NEGATION

a. mei
NEG

jige
several

ren
people

neng
can

taiqi
lift

zhejia
this

gangqin
piano

‘It’s not the case that many people can lift this piano.’

b. mei
NEG

jige
several

ren
people

jiu
JIU

neng
can

taiqi
lift

zhejia
this

gangqin
piano

‘The piano can be lifted by [DP a group that does not consist of many people].’

In (25a), negation has sentential scope and the sentence implies that the piano is heavy since not
many people can lift it. Adding jiu as in (25b) completely changes the meaning — now it implies that
the piano is not heavy for it can be lifted by a group consisting of not many people; assigning negation a
narrow scope within the CT (enforced by jiu) correctly captures this meaning.

Second, non-exclusive jiu correlates with collective readings — for jiu to have no exclusive effect,
the alternative set has to be atom-based, and predication over atoms amounts to collective readings
(Landman, 1996; Chierchia, 1998). Thus we predict the multiple-ONLYs sentences discussed above
should have collective readings. This is also a correct prediction.

(26) NON-EXCLUSIVE→COLLECTIVE
zhi/jiu
only/JIU

yumi
corn

he
and

dami
rice

jiu
JIU

shou
yield

le
ASP

wubai
500

gongjin
kg

‘Corn and rice alone yielded 500 kg.’ COLLECTIVE READING

Compare (26) with (27): the former has multiple ONLYs, is non-exclusive and has a collective
reading, while the latter has a single ONLY, is exclusive and has a distributive reading.

(27) EXCLUSIVE→DISTRIBUTIVE
zhi/jiu
only/JIU

yumi
corn

he
and

dami
rice

shou
yield

le
ASP

wubai
500

gongjin
kg

‘Only corn and rice yielded 500 kg.’ DISTRIBUTIVE READING

Let me spell out the details: under a collective construal, since there is no alternative proposition
asymmetrically entailing the prejacent (for example that corn, rice and banana together yielded 500 kg
does not entail that corn and rice together yielded 500 kg), jiu (the second jiu in (26) specifically) is non-
exclusive, and thus compatible with the CT in (26). By contrast, distributivity forces entailment relation
within the alternative set (for example that corn, rice and banana each yielded 500 kg entails that corn
and rice each yielded 500 kg), exclusivity is guaranteed (for both jiu and zhi) and CT disallowed.

Finally, I would like to mention that there are non-exclusive only in English that results from narrow
scope.

(28) a. John opened the safe with only a screwdriver. 6= (Rooth, 1985)

b. John only opened the safe with a screwdriver.

(28) is interpreted as John opened the safe with [DP something that is only a screwdriver], only
having internal scope within the PP.



6. Conclusion

In the paper, we discussed varieties of non-exclusive ONLYs in Mandarin Chinese and English.
Nonexclusive ONLYs are rarely discussed in the literature. The paper fills this gap with both empirical
discoveries and theoretical proposals that shed light on how the semantics of ONLY should be set up
to capture its nonexclusive uses and the cross-linguistic variations. The following table summarizes
non-exclusive exclusives of different species discussed here.

(29)
Non-exclusive by Atom-based alternatives Narrow Scope Entailed alternatives
zhi/only No Yes Yes
jiu Yes Yes Yes
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